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1. The Most Adventurous Day Ever
The most adventurous thing Cat did when she was 15 was eat sloe berries.
Cat was crying pretty hard. Sloe jams? Flumes, being left jilted at a theme park?
Surely there are classier places these young men! It is hard to be likable, as in, “you’re
totally likable, Cat, I’m into you”. It is also impressive what a 15 year old in jeans will
do that a 25 in jeans will also do. If it has been said before that we don’t really age, then
I feel okay about that.
Tanya and Jeff Gillooly never should have gotten married. They’d been watching
too much Twin Peaks and had such admiration for Booby and Mädchen (who was only in
uniform some of the time). David Lynch tried to sue them for comprised copyright
fortuity, but he got distracted by a ball of string. Cat was often called “ball of string” by
an elderly babysitter. Not only did she not get the joke, but her name was in fact just Cat,
not short for Katarina or Kathleen or Cait or Castigliano, just Cat, in the right grand
tradition of the Jews, who had no last names until the Austro-Hungarians decided they
ought to.
[but there were Cohens and Levys for centuries, rebbe!]
(“your money’s no good here” space question mark exclamation points come in come in,
you’ll have a nice time, very delicious lunch special, four dollars oh, that’s competitive)
Cut to Cat, having an allergic reaction from the cotton candy, crying pretty hard,
no tissue, no shoulder blanket, no flänken to swallow. Dina, the sister, no more than
thirty paces away, not bawling, not wearing jeans, what was it she had on? A turquoise
leg scrim, if you could call it that. Hair in the tightest bun, waxy face, pro-tuding teeth,
curly ears with ah two studs.
Dina never really smiles, but you know what I mean. She was the youngerone. Like,
thirteen younger.
You can’t get sloe berries at most amusement park facilities, but Cat had other
haunts. She was known in the chop shops and dive bars around town… no she was not.
She was known at the synagogue to be of excellent temperament, not one to say no to a
stranger’s need. But imagine if you could, imagine sloe berries jammed on top of a
funnel cake, would it be above or beneath the powdered sugar?
At a certain point in one’s youth, the perception of age catches up. I did not grow
up in a college town, but at some point I started seeing college-aged young people. This
was an interesting development; the college-aged have a gift for blurring the line of “I
feel young” and “I feel like an adult” in the high school-aged (anagram: leg o’ choads)
mind. I did not have the continual feeling growing up that the oldest of my peers were in
fact deeply hormonal prawns, shrimps compared to the beer tappers and Woodrow
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Wilson enthusiasts the world over. Seeing a majestic 19-something makes the 16something think twice about getting inelegant blow jobs from the press corps. The White
House press corps.
She saw a huge brass band pass by on a float, and I saw it with her. You think
sometimes that subway trains are going what, like 60? But they’re really going about 25
and that feels fast. Well with the brass band, they were wearing white coats and blowties,
with them it felt like the frame was shifting pretty quick, like we were on a cart and they
were on their float. So a comparative velocity of at least 55, if not over the speed limit.
But in earnest, Cat and me saw the brass band put-put along at maybe 15 mph, and it was
beautiful. Go back now and imagine the frames, your frame going one way and the
tuxedoes going the other, and now tilt it all about 20 degrees clockwise. That’s the right
idea. Put a few shrubs alongside the path of the float, and by float I mostly mean flatbed,
there was no crepe paper, no streamers. It wasn’t even a parade, you know how those
amusement parks run it. Just celebrations for the sake.
NO MORE TAPAS! HA!
We ran out of tapas. You’ll have to order something else, which we don’t have. This is a
tapas bar.
But 13 year olds don’t know.
It’s a pretty good gig, playing in a tapas bar. I first became familiar with Cuban guitar
stylings not from Ry Cooder or Marc Ribot, but a giant green luminous robot who
befriended me as a child. I did not know how to play guitar or what robots were, and this
robot visited me and gave me the knowledge of how to impress the pants off any cuatro
player I’d ever come upon. So I got a job all these years later at a Cuban tapas bar, and
most people don’t know that I was trained by a robot. Then again, they don’t ask.
Cat has a friend named Donna, and I used to date a Donna. They’re different
people, but it seemed worth mentioning. Donna left me because it was complicated. Cat
got left not because it was complicated, but because it was Donna. I figure the young
man was in love with her, that tends to be the story. I’m a speculative sort any way, not
one for the hard fact that will block a separate but also good explanation. I wonder if I
can get a Razor named after me. Three Razors to deal with these days: Occam’s, the
scooter, and the slim phone. What does the world need with one more? Nothing. And I
don’t need the attention or the credit of blazing some trail of non-commitment that’s been
around for eons. But it was a momentary thought.
The tapas bar just ran out of tapas. That happens sometimes, it’s not a very
upscale place. I guess I can go home now.
It was Donna who introduced Cat to sloe. Not such a bad trade, sloe for
boyfriend. One could imagine olives for a share in a Berkshires cottage, fennel for a
lesson in tree climbing, apricots for a bicycle. Donna’s father is a reformed alcoholic
who squeezes fresh juice from sloe berries and puts in some seltzer. He calls his
concoction a Malibu egg cream. He claims it’s what made Babe Ruth a great hitter, but
Donna doesn’t give a shit about baseball. The first time Cat stayed over at Donna’s
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-mind you they’re not best friends or anything, they’re just both social people in a way
few people their age are, they’re sort of just humoring each other, and when you’re 15
that sometimes means sleeping overher father was making a Malibu egg cream. The drink sounded so exotic to Cat, she
wasn’t expecting sludge fruit water and carbonation. Then again, her first piña colada
(virgin) was spit in the face of a helpless garcon. So it was doubtful in the first place, but
she’s a social girl.
What in the end was attractive (sensually) to Cat were the berries themselves.
Seeing berries you’re not accustomed to can be a powerful thing; think of your first
interaction with the gooseberry. Such a novelty to encounter a non-straw, black, rasp, or
blue. Novelty like a band setting up with three hurdy-gurdies, an organ, two drummers,
and a cornet and then rocking your motherfucking world (in this case). Cat was not wild
about the supposedly wild drink, but she dug those sloe berries.
Her memory was forgiving in the sense that later Cat remembered Donna fondly
for being her in on sloe berries and not bitter about the boy. She didn’t remember the
brass band at all, and they sure didn’t see much of her. So what’s there to be bitter about,
besides tartness?
The sister now, the sister came and went. Turquoise pants, white shirt, turquoise
sweatshirt (it was warm). You’d see her and you’d forget that you loose your baby teeth
a lot younger than 13. What is it, like six, seven you get new teeth? Dina would not
respond to this question. I cannot think of a question about biology that she would have
responded to… not her territory. Neither was fashion to be honest, she looked terrible
even with what we know about her being the case.
One time Dina drank one of those Frusion drinks at someone else’s house.
Dina is not mysterious, but Dina does not do a whole lot. I think of the clouds
parting, I think of something coming through there and being very important, and I think
of the various uses of the word “about”. Dina did not do a whole lot, and or certainly a
whole lot that she would ever repeat. Dina was not prone to crying at an amusement park
because the fucking whale had splashed her, first of all she would never have been in a
position for the whale to splash her. Let’s say that Dina, who is not charmed or anything,
let’s say that we can eliminate coincidence from her life, because she did not do a whole
lot. So imagine that what’s left over is intentional, or at least not a fluke in any way.
Vegas would have loved her, not the least because she was a 13 year old in a sweat suit
and if her hair had ever shown any sign of being the least bit kinky, she had covered it up
pretty well.
Can you believe paying three dollars for a slice of pizza? When a hot dog is
under a dollar? I understand that there are law codes for how much rat hair can be in a
hot dog, and you don’t really get that with pizza, so maybe pizza is a better investment,
but even with four different vegetables, why? And so often when you pay the extra $.75
(read: seventy-five cents) for another vegetable topping, they just make the first vegetable
get cozy with the second one and it’s not like you’re getting twice the vegetable.
Don’t buy food at an amusement park, unless it’s funnel cake, which is hard to
find in other places. It hangs out with the stuffed penguins and the rolley-cos. There
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aren’t any pockets in that sweat suit, and there usually aren’t pockets in giant stuffed
panda bears. But maybe this guy with a good arm knows something.
The sight of a clown, pounding back egg creams, double fisted. SLAM, SLAM;
SLAM, SLAM!
Cat was crying because some people had teamed up against her. Both Arshile and
Maxim Gorky were working together on this. When they teamed up, they did what they
called Gorkys’ clapping double sucker punch.
-clap-clap-hey- (they both point at you) -hey-sucker punch-sucker punch-you falling down(from the sucker punches)
-Gorkies laughingIt’s just no fair when a writer and a painter of that caliber team up on you. What
can you do? Cat cried pretty hard.
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“Here is something beautiful:
When a phone vibrates in your pocket, it becomes physically heavier.
Go out and learn it.”
-traditional Rabbinic teaching
2. “Rip fast when I rip rip fast”
Cue Donna’s father in the basement:
“I am wheelhouse incarnate. I am the Sid Caesar of wheelhouse. The way that I
hit the stuffing out of this ball is My Show of Shows.”
I’m told he was not muttering.
Donna’s father again:
“Cathy?”
“It’s Cat.”
“Show me your wheelhouse.”
Upstairs…
(there is no lull in teenaged conversation)
“Hey Donna?”
“Daddy?”
“Hey, show Catty here your wheelhouse.”
Donna was good, there was no groan; it was just a young woman, standing feet
apart, right hand on top of left hand with a hole going between both, head forward.
Donna’s father:
“Show her!”
Donna swung weakly, and when she passed through the middle of her swing, she
did not mutter “wheelhouse”, she said it in a conversational tone.
“Wheelhouse!” was chanted. “Wheelhouse! Nice work Donna.”
Mr. Doctor Professor Sharko presented a huge grin, full of blood. Young
Sigmund soaked up every second of it. Sharko was overly pancake make-uped, giant
crazy rainbow Afro wig, fake blood everyone thought was ketchup, huge black polka
dots for dimples. “I was trying to turn my dimples out.” When he thought of himself,
Sharko tended to think of a clown framed by a white picket fence, but really only a
clown’s head framed by a white picket fence.
Sharko got his start in all of the arondisements collectively, there was a union. He
wanted to avoid his name and be the jellyfish clown (his mother was Spanish, so he
pronounced that “hellifeesh”, and Easter treats were “hellibeans”) or maybe an octopus
clown. The octopus clown idea was a strong one; he had been developing it for a long
time. All through secondary school, studying neurological facets of bivalves, Sharko was
doodling fuzzy purple costumes with a giant dome piece. Spinning eyes that googled, six
vestigial medium length tails and two useful ones. No legs showing, and always
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spinning. Not like a buffoon walking around at Les Amis de Sésame, this was a personal,
local craftsperson using a wide skill set to delight the children.
When Mr. Dr. Prof. Sharko got into the field after graduation, he was confronted
with the fact that self-booking is not an easy task. He made the concession of going to a
clown-booking agency and after being poorly received at some young Jonah’s birfday,
some changes were suggested. The eager and impressionable Sharko was encouraged to
conform to his name, and a hammerhead was made. This was too much a fright for the
clientele, and the suit was jettisoned in favor of the theme. The theme of the shark, oh
just basically acting like a vicious savage of a blood-spitting clown. Terrifying material,
but you could work with it. Thus was Sharko converted into what young Sigmund saw in
the auditorium. Most people couldn’t see the picket fence anymore, but something about
his presentation was still in the vein of the classics.
“What does your dad do?”
“Well, I’m told he doesn’t mutter.”
“Okay.”
What a sensitive wheelhouse Donna had. Sometimes before she fell asleep, she
could feel it tingle. She imagined something being pitched a foot above her stomach as
she lay on her back, anything, it could be a kiwi fruit or a kiwi bird, and she would just
turn on that sucker and send it. But Donna didn’t give a shit about baseball, she was a
fifteen year old girl with bigger things to contemplate.
“Hey Cat, Gina and I think you should make a move on Darryl or Dwight or
whatever his name is. We think he’s totally into you.”
“Darryl or Dwight or whatever his name is? He’s okay I guess. But then I am so
hush-hush with the boys I have crushes on, so I’m not going to really tell you anyway.”
“That’s true, you are rather tight-lipped, Cat.”
“Hmmm… which one is Darryl or Dwight or whatever his name is?”
Cue Donna’s father traipsing through, minding his own business, Malibu egg
cream in hand. It should be noted that at this point, Cat is not aware of said beverage.
There was a cat in the room also, which at this point hopped onto a countertop.
Cat took something out of her jeans.
Because Cat wasn’t thinking too hard about it, she was considering making a
move on Darryl or Dwight or whatever his name is. We can imagine many fifteen-yearold girls want to be wooed, or at least hit over the head with a romantic hammer, and Cat,
like everyone else, felt behind on the dating curve. She’d told people she dated a boy
over the summer for two weeks, that they’d kissed once and she didn’t like it, but I
believe that story is based in nothing. She wanted to catch up to her fiction, and she,
without overthinking things, realized this might involve asking Darryl or Dwight or
whatever his name is out for a good time.
“Maybe I can ask him to take me to the park.” Cat was very direct and was not
thinking of contingencies or failsafes or what have you.
“Yeah, do it, ask him to ask you to the park!”
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Now at this point there was a long awkward silence, and eventually Donna went
to get something to drink.
I once got a tip of exactly one rat. I had a jar out in front of my gear and my
music stand, it was a pretty big jar. Some tapas eater appreciated what I was doing and
wanted to make sure I got a little something extra, so he put a rat in my jar. Just one.
Not a white rat either, but a big fat gray one with part of an ear missing and huge jowls.
It nibbled on the change in there, and it shat a few times. I’d be pretty fucking scared if I
were a rat trapped in a tip jar. After the set, I went outside and let it go on to some
pavement. I think that was the right thing to do. I wasn’t going to call the PETA on the
guy or anything, and besides, we always talk about calling these organizations to enforce
cruelty to animals that aren’t the police, but that’s the thing, they aren’t the police. It’s
not like the ASPCA shows up with mace and batons. What’s the use?
However, as a tip getting sonofabitch, I am not against leaving tips that involve
nickels, pennies, whatever. Barter tips are solid, too. You provide this service for me,
and I’ll leave you with four primo lettuce leaves. Good quality stuff. You may not be
prepared at your place of work to handle such a tip, you know? But in the end, it’s worth
it; you’ve earned that much more on top of your daily keep. Same with pennies – as long
as the government is willing to say that that little disc of bronze or copper or zinc or
whatever it is is worth something, I’ll continue to leave it as an extra thank you for
someone whose service I appreciated. I don’t even have a penny roller, but I’ll take
them. Can you imagine a penny on E? I can’t.
“Allen.”
“Allen?”
Cat is not at Donna’s right now. She’s generally not there, it’s just that she was
that one time, and it was worth mentioning.
Allen is a computer programmer.
Allen was sitting, hammering on his stomach and watching his fat jump around.
People often joke that before television, folks washed the dryer for entertainment, but
that’s shortsighted. Driers weren’t really that solidly pre-television (temporally
speaking), and the fact of the matter is that more often people hammered on their own
stomachs for moving visual entertainment. The idea that standards of beauty have forced
women to make themselves thinner over the last sixty years is somewhat unwarranted
because what people don’t take into account is that people just need less fat than they
used to because entertainment is more readily available. TVs aren’t that expensive, and
sometimes staying pudgy is. Well not really, but it takes effort of a certain kind. Sort of.
This is a real theory, I swear.
“Hi, Allen.”
Allen had on sci-fi versions of the several cuts off the White Album he’d created
on a laptop when still a teenager as the soundtrack for his evening’s entertainment. He
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was also wearing a Burberry scarf to make the whole affair that much classier. It let him
forget he was in a Lay-Z-Boy hammering on his stomach adipose. Which was none too
plentiful.
“Hey Cat.”
“Okay.”
Cat went and found a phone directory. Back in the days before cell phones,
people kept those around. She’d drawn a buttercup on the directory, and underneath it, it
said “ButterCup”. This was with a blue marker. Before opening the thing, she drew
another buttercup on the directory, this one in yellow, but failed to write “ButterCup” a
second time.
She took out a jacket, turned it inside out, and was showing paisley.
Cat sat on the floor, and looked at boys’ names in a row. Dwight or Darryl or
Danny or whatever is his name? She’d never heard of him seeing anyone else, and that
was reassuring. Though, she had no dreams of being swept off her feet or anything,
nothing dramatic or romantic or overdone, she largely wanted to catch up on the curve.
Cell phones are good for catching up on the curb. Previously, you would have
had to call from inside, but now, you can do a full, elegant face plant in the gutter AND
chit chat with someone a continent away. What a marvel, the likes of which Stan Lee
could not possibly have invented.
Why did people never use walkie-talkies to this degree in the past?
Certainly, you can’t program numbers into them, but shucks.
Let me say, and I want this to be clear: no one has ever left me a cell phone
number as a tip.
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3. Dina@shul
Chloe and Dina sat next to each other, and they were studying Judaism. They
were doing that by cutting out construction paper, just as the ancient Macabees did. The
Europeans couldn’t understand how cutting out construction paper related to studying the
Macabees. This is why the Jews continue to be a special people.
Dina did not take her maternally-awarded cellular phone to shul, not because it
seemed rude, but because what she was wearing had no pockets. What she was engaging
in while there, she did not want it to be interrupted by a wayward parent, hers or
otherwise (in the latter case, likely carpool related). Part of the reason Dina and Chloe
and young girls like themselves wore pajama pants and sweat pants to this venerable shul
was so that no cellular deus ex machina could crash in on the plots of their playful lives.
It was playful in the sense that they ate pizza, and sometimes, just sometimes, it
was like a Broadway musical.
Morty Feldman walked in dressed as Frankenstein. He plopped down in the tiny
desk chair sitting a few empty desk chairs beyond Dina, cigarette in mouth, and whipped
out a wrapped bologna sandwich. On white bread with cheese. He had a knack for
eating while smoking that’s rarely mentioned by biographers. For Morty Feldman to
dress up as Frankenstein’s Monster, all he had to do was paint his face green and put
some bolts in the neck. Granted, his version involved Frankenstein with brilliantined hair
and a black suit (with a thinnish black tie), but the man was born to play the role, as they
say.
Morton Feldman did not like pizza, he preferred a good chicken roll, which he
pronounced, “woell”. Mort never wore a Star of David, but one time Dina did. When
she was five or six, her mother bought her a tiny necklace to offset how huge her head
looked. Once she was a little bit more proportionally attractive, Dina’s mother took off
the star. Once an Israeli man with a deteriorating mind had walked by Dina at this young
age, seen her necklace, and taken it to be similar to a Medic Alert bracelet – a necklace
that would alert the Magen David if she had a health emergency. He’d totally forgotten
all the other meanings of the symbol; that was the one that made sense.
Thirteeners have little work to do outside of school, and when you’re a Jewish
organization, you get the impression that you own the about-to-be-bar-or-bat-mitzvahed
kids’ Asses, so you keep them there for a while. Chloe and Dina were not cutting out
construction paper for their own edification, rather they were supposed to be teaching the
seven year olds about the Macabees and their heroic struggle against the famines and
torrential rains of the holy lands. Chanukah: They tried to kill us, we survived, let’s eat
some fried shit. Minor holy day, based on solid formulae.
Chloe was a human being, and mind you not a French one. She continues to be so
throughout this depiction.
I’ve often wondered what Morton Feldman smelled like. I wasn’t there, and
neither was he really. But let’s go with the obvious: he reeked of Brill cream. Or on
some Sunday mornings, he smelled like nova or baked ham. Whatever it is, it’s very
educational.
-
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A little later, Morty was teaching the girls how to play mumbly-peg. Morty knew
all twenty-plus feats that are to be accomplished in the game, but his fingers were so
chubby that he wasn’t good at lasting through a round. The girls liked Morty because he
seemed strange and somehow dangerous, which he most certainly was not. Also, they
could relate to him because their hair had almost as much product in it as his. They all
had distinct smells, too. They girls never thought about how they got theirs, how the
unguents and balms just sort of stayed with them through the day, how the sheening
creams and zit goops and lip salves contributed to some amalgamated smell of personal
industry. It just sort of worked.
Even though it never worked, Dina’s mother called after her young one a few
times a session – that is, every time she went to shul. Partially because Dina’s mother
deep down wanted this supposed religious education to be interrupted every so often, and
partially because Dina would probably want to know about the developments on the eight
o’clock version of The O. C. Probably true. Plenty of the kids, mostly the few older kids
with cars to their names, would actually cut out early to catch that specific airing of The
O. C. It’s better than pizza and construction paper was the idea. Sometimes those kids
who snuck away would even engage in sexual activities with each other.
And isn’t that the point, anyway? That young people get together and make each
other happy? Isn’t that the point of a young person’s Jewish education?
Morty was happy just to buy an air conditioner. He wanted fame, my aunt told
me that one time. Not big fame, more recognition, but something in that ballpark. Also a
former landlord of his once remarked to me about a comment he had made… it feels like
it was out of a documentary, it was a time that I went to Morton Feldman’s old apartment
from the 60s and talked to his old landlord. It’s not that I’m such a huge enthusiast of the
man or anything, it just kind of fell in to place, I was in a period of my life where I could
and would go visit such a place and such a person in the middle of the day just becuz.
But Morty by all accounts was happy to get something done, even if it’s something small,
and this is why cutting out the construction paper elicited no hard feelings whatsoever in
Frankenstein’s Brill-creamed Monster. Frankenstein’s cutting, suit-wearing,
germination-green monster, chewing food in his mouth while a cigarette hung out of it.
Dina never would imagine the taste of Muenster cheese on a pizza, she didn’t
have that kind of an imagination. What’s something she might imagine? It’s hard to say.
A perm. She once knew some people she knew with perms. Dogs, too. She imagined
breeds of dogs that didn’t exist. I’m out though, that’s all I can imagine her imagining.
I recall one time someone tried to explain to Dina why he thought her name was
beautiful and special. Later, she had learned that she was raped in Genesis. She learned
that Judith cut a dude’s head off. She’d rather have been Judith, but imagining other
names was not a large concern, as I imagined. But Dina is beautiful.
So’s Chloe.
“Write me a sentence like Christmas.”
“Morton” has no glamour whatsoever. Sorry, Morty. You’re still a pal.
Dee-nah. Like dinner in so many ways. “Cat’s for Dina” would be a joke.
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Is it funny to you that Prince spells come that way instead of cum despite all of
his other misspellings?
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4. My Boo vs. My Humps
large bracket Mustachioed man setting off (my) car alarms.
The parentheses indicate that “my” may or may not be included in the specific
readings of the sentence. Hence
Mustachioed man setting off car alarms.
Or
Mustachioed man setting off my car alarms.
The same is true of parentheses within a word.
M(o)ustachioed =
Moustachioed or Mustachioed. large bracket
A rainbow effect in this one.
Darryl or Dwight or whatever his name is is in a category of his own.
Him and Don Fernando.
Darryl or Dwight or whatever his name is wears camouflage. “I’m preternaturally a
philatelist.” He’ll tell you. “I don’t sue flossa.”
He’s never been with anyone else. So what’s the rush all of a sudden? Sometimes a
dormant quadrant of your mojo is awoken and you spin at it. This was how it was when
Don Fernando heard “The Great Wall of China”. Or when Donn’a father smoked grass.
He’d thought pot stunked like grapefruit juice.
Or like Patty Hear(s)t.
large bracket Man, I am drinking grapefruit juice right now, and I’m telling you it’s
fucking disgusting. Like drinking money. And tonic water, don’t let me talk about tonic
water if you have any attachment to it. large bracket
Meanwhile, no one could campari with Don Fernando. I could give you a list of
the ways, but you don’t know him yet and it wouldn’t be very interesting. So I’ll focus
on one I know well:
No one could campari with the way Don Fernando shook his hips in front of an
audience. DonnaCatDinaDarrylDwight’s Chloe’s mother drove all the way from a white
gravel driveway in Connecticut where she was born to see it happen, and she was 200%
transfixed (anagram: sad rent fix!)
-I asked for a bran muffin and got a banana (muffin)by the sight of the quivering hips. No one shakes it like Don Fernando.
Dawn Fernando used to be the name of a woman; now it’s Don Fernando and a
man.
-I wanted the bran for my colon. Banana is delicious, though.-That personal kind of love-
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Don Fernando once came into the place I play and ordered a Chimichanga. Who
orders a Chimichanga, capital C, Chimichanga, particularly at a Cuban Tapas bar? We
gave him the run around. DoDowhni gave Cat a Yerba Mate gift certificate in a fictional
world.
-fuck you, redCat was always up on her sleep. She thought it might help her deal with the world
more effectively. Dina just watched a ficus plant grow leaves and wore thongs.
-I wear a fez and feel like I’ve accomplished thingslarge bracket “I mean that was our lives, man. There were 4 young Chiquitas in
Omaha!” large bracket
-get your hair cut, homey-Legends of the Cinemalarge bracket I just really like the way girls smell, even if it’s artificial large bracket
large bracket He prays. Here, him pray:
“Llord, give us our daily bread, so that I don’t pee on my shirt if I do not tuck it
in. Do not let me puke on myself. Let me see the tits of some totally slammin’ hockey
player this evening. Please don’t let Barbara Tuchman call on me.”
“I love the Legends of the cinema, too, Llord. Also, you’re totally hot and
sensitive.”
Like a young man’s penis inside Yerba Mate.
Chili con carne. large bracket
“Hands off, Brad.”
“Brad?”
“Is that not included?”
“Uh.
I mean I guess it is, it’s not specific.”
“Well hands off, it’s not time yet.”
Such it
So it was in the park.
N They Held HANDS N SHIT
IT WAS SO FUCKING GROOVEY
Large parenthesis Dina’s year was the year with a wellspring of oral herpes.
Cat’s had cavities. Large parenthesis
“The parenthesis example illustrates ambivalence rather than indifference. If we were
dealing with indifference, we would not have the parenthetical word at all. What we’ve
learned is that we have not so much two options as two – both, ambo – but copresence,
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two options as one, and a lack of ability/desire for choosing between the two. That is the
parenthesis. Indifference is simple omission.”
-Don Fernando’s padre
Don Fernando’s father was one of those monks you’ve probably read about
somewhere who paved the way for God in the 20th Century in that he was a physicist with
some incense. He thought large parenthesis more or less large parenthesis: “The study
of physics affords great opportunities for those who enjoy questionable truths. For
example, a physicist looking at a curve in a train’s rail in the dark sees the train
approaching and figures ‘there must be some rays of light that are emitted by the
headlights of the car and curve perfectly along this rail and into my eye, which is why the
track is just barely illuminated.’ Physicists are beautiful because sometimes they forget
that the curve is reflective and happens to bend in such & such a way between me and the
train. If physicists, the ones who know what to do with crazy thoughts, never made vast
oversights that led them down a crazy path, we would all be much poorer.”
Don Fernando didn’t know this, but his hip-shaking prowess came from the time
when he was twelve and he tried to smoke the incense.
Darryl or Dwight or whatever his name is did not gain anything special when he placed
his privates in Yerba Mate, nor did he obtain an orgasm. I can’t say what that would be
like though; I’ve never done it.
“It was totes erotic” Donna says.
“Heroic?” Napoleon asks.
“Erotic. Eroica in French.” –Donna
“Like Beethoven.” –NB
“Oui. Is it true you had a little prick, and if so, did that have anything to do with South
American drinks?”
“Non.”
That would smart.
“Listen Brad, I want to go steady with you.”
“Kay.”
“It’s Cat.”
“O-kay.”
“Anyway, I was thinking about it.”
“…”
“The thing is I want to go steady with you, but you know, you don’t need to go
steady with me or anything if you don’t want to. I understand how it is, me being me,
you being you, and really what I’m getting at is that I understand your time is valuable.”
“What’s steady?”
“Uh, you know, well it means I won’t see anyone else.”
“So you are taking yourself off the market and you don’t really care what I do?”
“Yeah.”
“I mean you know I’m not especially popular.”
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“Right, neither am I.”
“And I mean this whole date in this park here has made my romantic cylinders
start a-firin’.”
“Sure. I can imagine. You have an erection.”
“Crap! How did you know that?”
“It’s not hard to tell.”
This was when Darryl or Dwight or whatever his name is really noticed that his
genitals were in a manner of speaking outside his body and that pants are, in the grand
scheme of things, not particularly thick.
“…”
“…”
“I am so turned off right now.”
“So you were saying that your mind is now considering that you could maybe
play the field a bit?”
“Yeah, no, I mean, uh… well you know you are slammin’ and all, Cat. I mean,
you slam. An anagram of which is ‘alms’. I just thought that up. But I guess I’m just
sayin’, I’m sayin’ I’ve never been with anyone else before.”
“Really? You haven’t? That’s so romantic? O my goodness, I’m so
overwhelmed. I want to go steady with you so bad, CharlesBrad!”
In Dina’s mother’s mind, if she had heard this story, Don Fernando would have at
this point suddenly jumped onto a nearby bench and started singing and shaking. Good
thing that was not the case.
large parenthesis Iced juleps in the winter? Betsy, please. large parenthesis
“Fuck you Brad, you stuck your dick in tea.”
In my estimation, medium is the way vegetarians-at-heart order their stake.
“It was a dare, dude.”
I mean, if you’re a real carnivore, you’d like to draw attention to the meat by
either leaving it alone and undercooking it, or else you’d like to char the hell out of it, and
realize that only meat gets charred in that way.
“Jesus, it’s tea! What were you hoping for?”
So the meat eater who doesn’t really want to be eating meat should order his or
her meat just medium – not a compromise so much as a mask or a beard. Things you can
think of in a Tapas bar.
“A Mate.”
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5. Chapter the Fifth
Dozens of birds squawking around the city wearing shorts and tin foil. When
they schmear their shit on the cracks in subway windows, it keeps water out. One rebel
bird is wearing overalls and ponytails, and (pony) blue with (pony) red
,appositive bird,
Hooked crook
Crooked nose
Nosy neighbors of the birds setting up a nest on the beach. You call that Romantic? I
could be a Romantic. Evolution is Romantic. By hook or by natural selection with a fire
engine.
Smiling bird with helmet and glasses,
“Estoy desgastando un casco, señor.”
He makes sure all of the helpfully adhesive shit dropped by the foil wrapped birds gets to
where it ought to be. Birds envy him his job – he gets to smile all the time.
Bird with jowls – how is it they do that? – begs the question: How long before we stop
commuting? Why do homeless men commute all the time? ¿Por qué?
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6. The State of Aquatown/Der Zustand der Wasserburg
-3 o’clock is when school gets out.
Rephrased – 3 o’clock is when the kids get off today.
-Today’s kids get off at 3 o’clock.
-Every day, a child gets off at 3 o’clock.
(take out the “t” from “at”)
Conjugate these:
War-torn
Over-the-hill
-nopalitosCapitol district
Off-season
Farmhand
Regional differences
Cat got on the train to Boston, where her voice echoes. After passing by a physics
lab, she could tell that the motor of her train was much like the part of a washing machine
that made the loudest noises. If she’d been coming from History, she’d have told you
that the Guns of Brixton were on the train in the third car, the Guns of Brighton rocking
the second.
In Latin: coniubius.
Are we to believe Italians outside of Rome write on a slant while those on the
Capitoline write perpendicular to the page? And where, pray tell, on the boot is “Bold”?
(Underline is outside of Syracuse.)
Commuter rail is an education professional’s best friend. Promotion of literacy, a
quiet, safe place to be outside of the school, some arithmetic. I’m told the MARTA has
free French and Spanish lessons for all passengers under 15 – that’s the best time to teach
them. A conductor, when seeing a young one who looks to be of age, puts on a different
cap and punches one youth ticket to accent modification and understanding of diacritical
marks. In D.C., they just dye your hair red.
One should not imagine Elgar as one enters Faneuil Hall. It was built from the
ground up in 1762, and hence one should imagine having never heard Palastrina (but he
still would have existed in the past). It’s never been difficult for Cat to not imagine
Palastrina, she’s been doing just fine so far. What she does think she heard – when she
thinks she’s heard something that might have been there – is a Janis Joplin imitator with a
smiling Polynesian accompanist in gloves and tails, playing,
“Oh Lord, won’t you buy me / a red rubber ball. My friends are drive horses…”.
She heard it in triplicate. She heard a guitar playing about the sun setting over
Howard’s End, the train-based part. It was kind of soothing.
Were Cat Dina, she may have been smoking tobacco or ficus at this point. It is
difficult for me as an adult to see 13ers smoking at this point in my life. When I was 11,
there was no sight more natural. When I was in high school, I expected it. But when I
see Dina’s friends smoking, I am concerned, but I know that there must be those kids who
start smoking early in middle school. To me, those kids had undergrown mustaches. To
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Cat, Cat just wishes nobody smoked, even though it would look totally cool if she were
smoking as she entered Faneuil Hall, in her jacket, not a coat.
It used to be a goat market in there. They sold goats among other things.
If she was wearing a coat, and if school lets out at 3 PM, then that must mean the
sun was basically setting at this point. Faneuil Hall After Dark as Ives had it. Why is it
that all the good music comes from Connecticut and the painting from Maine? They
should split up those monopolies, unless the New Hampshire schmo lobby has something
to say about it, and let’s hope they don’t.
Cat did order a coffee. Never black, but coffee. And a crab, she went to the food
court and ordered a small crab on a thin paper plate. Where’s the punchline?
A cat goes into an historic building, drinks some caffeine, and orders a whole
crab.
The crab signs, “I lost my voice in a boating accident. Can you help me?”
Cat whispers in the crab’s ear: “don’t be a pussy”
Or “holy shit a signing crab!”
Or “Sure. Here’s my voice trainer’s card, he’s a buffalo shaman.”
Or “Hang in there, Tiger.”
Cat helps herself to a few healthy dollops of Ortega, and that crab is mighty fine.
Janis Joplin upstairs starts singing Swingle versions of Palastrina’s Motet on the Birth of
John the Baptist. Cat is moved to tears, and the crab becomes salty. Cat moves to the
aquarium and catches free evening hours on non-consecutive Tuesdays. She cries over
the crabs once again, still moved by the motet. The crabs couldn’t care less about John
the B or extra T. Sa water Ta, by the shore, in New England. Place to get it.
Walking on the water, Cat notices some Injuns tossing tea. It was all loose leaf,
and that gets her. She imagines the Sudbury Tribe, in their long house, pouring in just a
touch of water and pressing a metallic device down, then taking the tea in through an
equally metallic straw. The reason the straws are metal is because plasticks do not buyo
the great. Having seen the throwing of the tea and imagining the consumption of it, Cat
is convinced and determines to get some piping, steamy Joe. She succeeds for a pittance.
What a town. You can still pay using gooseberries at most places in Cambridge.
Sophisticated place, it is.
Cat unrealistically goes to see a concert. Was it a rocker? Are you a folker? That
was a term before folkie was folksy. It is exhausting to go to a concert when you’ve
already heard fake Janis Joplin try to sell you things already that day. I should know; I
used to be her guitarist. Had to wear a monkey and every tie we played.
Smoked a whole pack, and a duck, and my love, and carried a cross. But it’s not
time to whip out the Bissell. Shame, that.
Buffalo Shaman walks off the farm to a little cottage in the vale.
Inside, a young girl is coloring.
“You better watch out, I’m crazy buffalo and I’ll eat your brains ouT!”
Or “Do you want some mozzarella? It’s still wam, I just made some!”
Or “Take my advice: have a few lessons, first, kid.”
Or “What, you were expecting a yak?”
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Chickens are just walking around the Victory Gardens. When asked their
political views, they cluck, “I don’t care about nothing.” When told that’s not really a set
of political views, they cluck back, “Listen, your argument does nothing to me because I
don’t fucking care. I take the back way home.” The only time David Arias Ortiz has
ever shown off his true speed was when he caught sight of the chickens while pegging for
a long shot. His mouth opened double wide, his feet turned into a fan rotor, and he
motored straight at a clucker. Tough luck, apathy. See you later.
Once on K St., Cat sees a cosmetics lobby setting up a free booth and goes over to
investigate. With only a common magnifying glass, she could see how much smaller her
pores would look with a government agency foundation instead private commodities like
the foundation of Mary and Ashley Kay. There were some pamphlets that Cat decided to
take home for her voting age father (as opposed to?), and they showed what Cat had
learned without even needing microscopic ampli-faction.
Tell me something I don’t know, Cat said. “Here is a ticket from Philadelphia,”
said a conductor. “You might imagine this is what a ticket from Philly looks like.”
Yeah. But now I have a song stuck in my head. “That’s okay. We’ll be there soon.”
Cat asked him to embellish it. “Okay. You’re in 30th St., and you see a pigeon and a
columbine. You thought it was a person. You have a sketch done by a Russian bym, and
then you buy a ticket to Atlanta from a golden purple eagle in a monkey tie. Good? I’m
sorry you have a song stuck in your head. Maybe this will help.”
Little girl in a cottage sitting in front of a pot-bellied stove, coloring in a meadow.
Grasshopper sidles up, sits on the half-green meadow. “I could get used to this.”
He gets squished and his pulp makes for a yellow pea soup colored meadow.
Or the girl sneezes, he tries to fly against the current and ends up in the stove.
Or meadow is actually a tobacco field. Grasshopper spits twice.
Or grasshopper realizes the meadow is the back of a dinosaur, becomes petrified.
Cat suggested, once on the train, that the pigeons could have been surrounded by
the remnants of a spilled bushel of just ripe plums. Each pigeon, standing in a loose
circle of seven or eight plums.
When they raised a city out the Potomac Swamp, they had to add a rapper to the
group, which is the opposite of BEP adding Fergie. They had found all of this petrified
wood from the Capitoline dinosaurs, which was ignored by the Aboriginals and Sabines,
but had to be dealt with in Schubert’s time. Franz was adamant about this one issue
above others. Before anyone could figure out how to lift the early Vatican wood out of
the summer sludge, Robbery Sledge showed up and rapped: “gonna roll some cheeba,
then I’m gonna leave”. He had the master plan up his sleeve, and the wood was cleared
up easily. Percy, percy me.
Cat takes the MARTA home, past a slum or three. Not stopping. Towards
Decatur. What a thrill. Best street names. Understand that “The Simpsons” has been on
the air longer than her sister has been alive.
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7. Mexe Menina
If Cat is the traveler, then Don Fernando is the boating captaine.
Don Fer: “How can I fix you up?”
“I’m fine, I think.”
“There is nothing I can do at this time?”
“Get the cabana boy.”
“I am the cabana boy.”
“Okay. Uh, can you talk to me about being a cabana boy? What do you
do?”
“I make people happy, except for me, I don’t get to make me happy today. But it
is lovely out.”
“Yes it is, cabana boy.”
“Thank you, ma’am. As cabana boy, my job is to steer the ship around when no
one else is looking. I lather all of the crème. My job is to see to the women who get the
hardest cramps, and deliver them my loving care.”
“That’s very noble.”
“Yes, si. I consider it more important than the other duties. You may giggle, but
I am human Midol. I, the cabana boy, extend part of my heart into theirs, and I take away
some of the pain, the anxiety, and the desire to socialize from them. In this way, I am an
enemy of feminism; I take a thing that unifies woman away from her purview, but at the
same time I make less horrible the reality of women’s menstrual cramps. I am the cabana
boy.”
“Do you have thoughts of your own, separate from your station?”
“I have a dream. In it, I shake. [he says, “you trembled” in Spanish] Also, I
dream that I can spell ‘separate’, the adjective, not the verb.”
[This conversation was being held over text messaging devices on the deck]
Dando: “By God’s clarinet, I dream.”
“Yes, I can see that you do. When asked an open ended question like ‘do
you dream’, I do not intend to respond until asked.”
“I’m not sure about that.”
“Well, I am. You could call me tight-lipped.”
“I’m not sure about that. Have you been on a ferry?”
“Yes.”
“That’s good. I used to deliver one across Puget Sound daily. It was exhausting,
and I never gave up on a single hand. I played each round until the call, so in this, I
understand that you keep the cards close. Plus, it can be no fun when you play only
triplets, when I know that you’ve got both hooks or bowers.”
“Sometimes, I castle.”
“I can see you’re sophisticated, Sonora. My mistake.”
“Yes.”
-
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When the cabana boy is busy text messaging, it’s not good for the other
customers. Dina was half in the pool. I’ll allow you to guess which half. Dina didn’t
need anything though, so Don Fernando was free to press on in his investigation.
He channeled me for a second:
A little about myself? I was raised not that long ago as a misore dosa, just a lout.
Rolled into perfection around the age of seven minutes. Squished with a metal measuring
cup before that. Taught myself to read gamakas while still tender, and managed to avoid
conscription. I’ve been bending since acht.
And then adjusted the dial back.
“Would you like some diet Pepsi?”
“That’s not necessary, really.”
“Can I touch your blouse? It seems fancy?”
“That’s not necessary either, I can tell you it’s chemise, and you can be a
good cabana boy and believe me.”
“Why aren’t you wearing a bathing costume? Forgive me.”
“I was cleaning my clothes, this is simply what I had.”
“Rational, once again, ma’am. Very impressive.”
“I study.”
“A man studying once asked if I could span a vector, and I could not. But I used
to be there, it was just so long ago. It strikes me as something I should tell you – not that
I want to cheat you out of learning this yourself – but things that tend to beg to be known
rarely need a recontextualized but familiar verb. Span and scan, for instance, should
usually mean go across and review in your parlance, regardless of what your jargon is.
Tell me about your sister.”
“She dances.”
“Oh.”
Dina was considering dancing because around the pool, there was a showdown
between two bands. On the left of the deep end, there was a furious bluegrass outfit.
Rather than traditional ponchos, they were wearing coveralls. One was singing,
“Here today, you’re gone tomorrow,
My life’s filled with such sweet sorrow:
There’s a lot to do in Denver when you’re dead!”
On the right side of the deep end, there was a swarm of bass clarinetists. They were all
standing, and they all had the peg coming out of the bottom. With that extra E flat
extension, they were getting into it and going crazy, some of them spinning, effectively
rotating around the axis of the peg. Others were just using it as sort of third leg, they had
their feet spread out in front and were putting weight on the peg, it was pretty neat. But
they were made furious by the bluegrassers and fought Andrew Jackson’s blues back at
them. Only their version had production value.
This was all going on while the guests of the wedding (Jenni had always wanted a
wedding on a cruise ship) were assembled in the pool, which mind you was water on top
of other water, a phenomenon that does not usually occur in nature. But I’ll spit if the
Alaskan coast doesn’t see some of this type of action nowadays. The guests were
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assembled in a semicircle, and they were listening to the band battle pretty carefully.
Multi-ensemble logics are more interesting in practice than most people realize.
The ceremony was actually on hold for the moment, the groom had gotten
swimmer’s ear, and they had to take a break. The priest was in a full collar get up and
everything, sitting there floating in a smiling ducky inner tube. There was an underwater
censer, which was being held by a guy in a tuxedo with water wings. The bridesmaids all
had matching mauve trunk-cut bottoms and unique, self-made tops to reflect each one’s
personality. Don Fernando’s duty was to pass around snorkels to whomever wanted them
and turn up the hearing aides for the non-swimming elderly folks fighting for breath.
Dina liked the lifeguard, who had a cumberbund just above his swimsuit. She was in a
two-piece, otherwise unadorned.
This is a cadence that you have heard before. Hallelujah.
As was ceremonially appropriate, the guests intermittently began a round of imbal
clapping. They were no bonangs. Imbal clapping while half submerged in chlorinated
water is very distinct, almost as distinct as the clapping motion itself, which is similar to
flattening dough by flipping your hands back and forth. The overlapping rhythms
produced in imbal clapping is not that distinct, it’s simply multiplication by two or onehalf, and so it’s easy to teach to a wedding crowd. By the time the groom’s mother was
crying, the crowd’s hockets were masterful. It became spontaneous once they all got it
down, too. They would hear a lick in the bluegrass and just bust it out as a show of
rhythmic appreciation. A sling-wearing West Coast singer/guitar player passed on
through with some husk, and he did a double take at the bride’s side, it was that sharp.
Don Fernando, at that moment anyway, was less sharp. Carrying a giant coco
shell, he started noticeably sharking at the hips, and before you knew it, he’s spilled
shake all over Dina, in her blue two-piece. Sticky Dina slipped the top half of herself
into the pool and rinsed. Upon re-entry into the air, she quacked, “How did you get this
job?” through a profusion of orthodonture. Quack back, DF.
He was miffed, but he was no quacker. Opened his mouth, and that was the end.
He shot a glance at Oska T (fellow Cabana Boy), and then started walking away with one
of those things where your eye kind of tears up a little bit, and it’s not because you’re
crying, sad, confused, any of these, it’s mostly just that you weren’t thinking about your
eye and the wind caught it in a certain way. Oska was bringing a brilliant fresh-squeezed
carrot juice to Cat, who had never thought to order it before. Someone had ordered it for
her? Mary, mary me. No spillage, just successfully delivered vegetable juice.
Dina made the pool kind of stickier, and the guests didn’t notice. Harder to notice
through a suit and a tie. What’s with these black tie optional things? Are they just to
satisfy that one guy who really wants to wear a tux? Couldn’t he wear a tux anyway?
A.) It is a wedding B.) He looks no more out of place in the tux now than he would if he
just showed up in a tux when everyone else was wearing blazers.
The window to the Cabana Boyz hut (yes, a hut on the deck of a Carnivaile
Cruise) was open, but if it had been closed, Cat, Dina, and the guests could have clearly
read “Jus’ Blaze” in big black letters on the Venetian blinds. Carnivaile was pretty lax
about drug use for it’s stewards, captaines, and cabana boys when in foreign waters (this
is in Canadian waters at the moment). They also took few precautions to keep this
information out of the hands of passengers. Concierges, they could maybe hook you up.
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Not that this was a major selling point of the cruises, like the lesbian cruises that Ms.
Swoops is Hawking, it wasn’t like Carnivaile was gonna change their name to “Jus’
Blaze: The Cruise”, like those Blues Cruises in New York Harbor. It was just not
uncommon for cabana-eers to walk around with shirts depicting snowmen on them on
underneath their green jackets.
Carnivaile considered one of their selling points to be that people like Don
Fernando could shake so well, and they were also not afraid of sharks, which those
pussies on Sisqo Cruises apparently are.
Oska T et Cat:
“Skippy or Jiffy?”
“Quick.”
“Nestle?”
“Won’t do it. Don’t Fluff my nuts, just don’t make me fast here.”
Oska T swallowed a Quaalude. How elegant. How magisterial. Where’s his
supervisor?
Don Fernando took his top off. Turns out he wasn’t a cyborg after all. To get
closer to his own Dream, DF moved towards a “zen boat ride”, which involved a mystical
canoe and a lot of silence. Appropriately, he went to the hold in the ship that was
screening David’s Cookie projects, took his shirt off again (there were two, really), and
then talked to a pastor. The pastor I believe was smoking, also with his shirt off, but he
had a collar on. Or was it a choker? He had a cup of coffee, which is delicious, and he
was a total babe. Don Fernando speaks to him,
“Padre, please comment.”
“Silencio.”
“Oh, don’t give me that horse shit, padre.”
“Sorry, it usually works.”
He put his shirt back on & kept drinking the coffee.
Oska was shaken up and shaken down, so he went ahead and threw a wrench in
the engine. T, why’d you do that? “They were using two opposing prepositions on me,
what could I do? I needed time.”
So that was that. Bye bye to Joseph and Kim, who were thrown overboard from
the jolt in momentum. Bye Joseph. Bye Kim.
Don Fernando was mopping up where the couple had been (they were not best
mand and bridesmaide and hence they were on the deck, by the cocoa-nut skiffle board.
Someone had gotten into a fight with Joe, but he was still on board. Kim didn’t much
care, her face was too round.
Anyway, Don Fernando, ever the opportunist, took this chance to get back close
to Cat. While mopping up where they had been standing (it was just superstition on the
Cabana House’s part, they did it every time someone went over), he sidled up to Cat.
“Listen – there are basically two types of people: those who can find something to
enjoy during a transportation malfunction and those who begin using profanities. If you
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want to take after me, insure that you keep the habits of the collective former. Do that,
and you will be my golden angel, dear scimitar-wielding Cat, lover of pyramids and all
things topical.”
He did this and then played a somewhat non-tonal chord progression on a
banjo/mandolin/bouzouki hybrid that went i-II-iv-IV7-I-i-VI-ILOVEYOU-vi-VII7 please
take me into your arms oh Don’s exes oh Don’s execs oh Don’s excess!!! Let us both
forgive him! He means no harm, only cocoa-leche sunscreen, which can be very sensual
sometimes!
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8. Coming from Bernie
I have competing views of New York. One comes from Bernie, and the other from
Jaime. Bernie drives my bus, Jaime makes my sandwich.
“In my experience, middle school boys who quote television shows often grow up to be
self-styled writers who create referential, pop-culture laden projects like MST3K.”
-Ms. Bernie Jacobs
“If I still spoke the way some people I grew up around speak, I would say ‘ehble’.”
-Mr. Jaime Jiménez
There is nothing worse while you’re working (and that includes sleeping) than an
audibly ticking clock, that’s something we can agree on.
Bernie says:
New York’s is a courtesy that allows for the maintenance of one’s anonymity.
Southern, Western, Midwestern, Canadian, New England, or other critics are thinking on
different terms (back off, M. Gyllenhaal), but a New Yorker knows about the quiet
exchange of courtesies that occurs when subway or bus riders compress and expand
wordlessly to achieve space management – no one is ever forced to play his or her hand
in these situations. New York is courteous in the sense that when you bump someone in
the shoulder, you needn’t say anything to them and compromise yourself if saying
something means just that.
Thanks Bernie.
I stopped off at the Hound’s Tooth after this little transport tour, and here’s what
Jaime had to say:
In high school, they used to call me Bones because I smoked a lot of cigarettes. I
mean, I could smoke a lot of cigarettes, is what I mean.

Conversation surrounding Jaime’s daily bread:
“All the Beatles are still alive.”
“Could it be any other way?”
That they were alive meant that:
-50 Cent decided to take a ripping guitar solo because he’s 50 Cent, he can do that. 50’s
grace be treasured, he is our rock and our olive tree: he tried to get rich and he did not
die.
-Ringo could go on dancing, like his idol Ringu.
-My nails had scars on them from attempts on Jodie Foster’s life.
-I stopped caring.
50 Cent got canonized today.
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Jaime said, “my, you’re looking lively today”. He was not wrong, I was.
Jaime said, “We both were lying there naked. What was separating us? We were
different sexes, but there we were, both on the bed. No one knew it was a bed, but it was
a fold out, ___ likes that shit, man.”
Jaime takes forfuckingever to make me a sandwich, and that’s how I like it.
Usually, he’ll try to dispense some casual romantic advice, mostly meant to fill a
conversation. And he knows I’m a musician, so he’ll make jokes about it. Something
about hitting my private parts with a tuning fork, you get the drift. He thinks it’s stupid
that the Tapas bar I work at is called “Le Comte”.
‘Le Comte!’
Bernie, she’s a machine, an efficiency machine. If she were a dryer, she’d be a
dryer that suggested to you what books to read while she did her thing.
An Old Joke:
Jamie offered me the redundancy special –

Sandwich on panini bread
with a small chai tea
I ordered it, I didn’t want to disagree with Jaime, he knew what the best of his best was.
I asked Bernie, and she said:
Sure it’s diverse, but it’s diversity trying to look like diversity, and that’s real.
She was talking about a specific train, I think.
Have you ever seen a bus driver who could talk on Instant Messenger at the same
time? She could wear one of those strangely spiffy little caps, and drive, and chat, and
lecture all those in earshot without jeopardizing her pension or anyone’s safety.
Jaime never cut anybody’s finger in two. Can you imagine the two of them doin’
it? Ew, gross.
Jaime would never be one of Bernie’s boys, spending a Sunday sermonizing on
what makes a good bass line (octaves) or which Mendoza the line is in honor of. He took
these things as they came to him – background music and ineffectual infielders. What the
world needed now, he opined, was love, sweet love.
“Christ, save us all, please.”
Jaime claimed to have once served Neville Chamberlain abhogi
[(ab)hogi/(a)bhogi].
Me, I came by at the 2 o’clock hour and asked Jaime if he could slice some
lemoned chicken for me. He did, it took about 20 minutes. He was baffled I didn’t want
any sauce on top of it, I just wanted to get the hell out of there.
Osvaldo was back there making pretzels and ham hots and he had his shirt off.
What could be cooler than that?
Jaime: Want a nice fresh ham hot?
I passed
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Jaime: Dude, these are fresh.
Me: Really, just the sandwiche.
Jaime mutters something in Spanish about no one trying the ham hots. Osvaldo
echoed from the next room, en Español:
“How could it be any other way, Saugerties?”
Silence from Jaime.
O: “I’m saying you should give up on the ham hots.”
J: “I ain’t givin’ up on the ham hots. Fuck You.”
Jaime was eating a honey-glazed donut and dispensing infor to me about which
way to slice meat so that it turns a lady person on. There was this guy who showed up, in
the sense that all of a sudden he was between me and Jaime. He started talking, and if I
had a Cyrillic keyboard, I could reprint what he said. Instead, let me describe: he had an
S&M leather hat, by which I mean a Village People leather cap, and he had perfect eightday Zissou stubble, only with a mole right of his nos.
He was shaking & gesturing with a pumelo, which do not swish when you shake
them. No idea what he was saying though.
Jaime says:
“what? it’s two dolla and a quarta.”
Ten-second pause in which I ate a few chips
More Russian. Jaime’s place isn’t a Russian grocery or anything, it’s pretty
yuppie.
Jaime: “$2.25. Whatever.”
Osvaldo poked his head out of the ham repository. Jaime to me: “I think this guy
needs some prosciutto, if you feel me.”
Me: chuckle
Russian guy – more Russian
Some guy called Bernie Bertie and wagered something to her about a honeyglazed ham. She made him get off the bus.
Bernie had heard a lot of things, some reasonable, some comparatively
preposterous. She’d heard reasonable stories about drivers getting off the bus to harass
hustlers, stories of bus drivers who couldn’t let it drop below 60. She preferred the first
one. Since assaulting a bus driver is tantamount to assaulting a teacher or a small police
officer, she felt she had to have a certain general caretaking responsibility with the people
she oversaw. One time she noticed a bus particularly full of a diversity of headphone
wearers.
Bernie says: Here is why I don’t wear headphones on the subway or the bus: I
believe that by accepting the mass transit system as one’s main conduit of transportation,
one has to come to grips with the potential for horrible things to happen in one’s
immediate area. This is not true of a car, which allows total negligence of one’s
surroundings – a moving, self-isolating room. When there’s a crash on the highway right
in front of you, there are situations in which you just keep going, not knowing what’s
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happened but confident some one will take care of their fellow society dweller. If the
truck driver in front of you pulls over to help, you’ll feel okay about continuing on.
More significantly, if someone screams, you may not hear it. If there’s a gunshot,
you’ll obviously keep driving.
Some of what keeps people from doing terrible things to each other is that having
people around leads you to believe that someone will actually respond if you cry for help.
In the subways and busses, when you hear a cry, at the very least it registers with
you as a scream. Something catches your attention at the very least. If a bellicose person
picks a fight with someone else, you will register this; you will know that this has
happened.
The point is not for us all to be EMTs whenever we swipe our cards, the point is
that being more aware of the unsettling things around you, regardless of your disposition
to actually jump in and help out, can lead up to you being in a position of really helping
someone in trouble. And that seems to mean a lot to me and hence, I somehow resent
those who drown out the world in their headphones on the train, on the bus, no matter
how much I would like to be listening to music myself.
For what it’s worth, I agree with her, and I’m a musician. You’ve got to be
careful. I could tell you stories about seeing chef knife fights picked in the kitchen from
my perch on stage, but I think Bernie said it pretty well.
Funny, after I got off that night, I heard a conversation between lovers and sirens.
Jaime’s place offers a juniper berry smoothie that’s quite good. If you rub it on
your face, it might be an exfoliant. What I know, because I’m one of Bernie’s boys who
left middle school, is that the words “rub it” are very compelling the way that Ringo Starr
speaks them when imitating a dwarf on an early video camera. Is that necessary?
Bernie: No. But it’s okay, I’m not gonna get aggressive about this.
Okay.
Jaime farted.
At least I think that he did.
Am I sorry that one time in Kill, Fuck, or Bury, I said I would Fuck Mamoun of
Falafel fame? A little. Is this still the narrator? Nope. This is Dave. Gotcha.

Or so I heard: during their time off, Jaime and Osvaldo would go play slam ball.
That is, they would show up at the handball court, seemingly wearing normal clothing,
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tear it all off and reveal giant, garishly painted stretch suits, and slam into people as if
they were on a television commercial. They called it slam ball, or slams balls. But at
work, when Bernie came in one time, when she was not working, they were overly polite.
They only really liked to slam in to recreating Latin men, otherwise it was less appealing.
Bernie was not a Bertie – she did not spend her free time nose in a book
necessarily. She had a life, sometimes her kid, but a life as other people have lives. She
had never been a street urchin and did like to have too many people on her bus at one
time. She had never stood up, turned around, and addressed the passengers directly, that
was, in her mind, in poor taste. And what intercoms were for.
There was a special batch of cookies at the Hound’s Tooth. Some of them were
shaped like crescent moons, from Austria, but most of them were arranged in a pattern
reminiscent of the pattern behind the establishment’s name. Similar to Burberry, the
Hound’s Tooth was trying to expand its look beyond black and white skirts and the
occasional rain coat. “BAKED GOODS!” thought Osvaldo’s cousin, and so they
whipped around some sugarless butter cookies that were popular with the desired set.
Not the tastiest morsels, you can believe me. But they looked pretty good when you had
alternating ones with and without cocoa on a cookie sheet.
Today was the holidays, however, and Jaime and Osvaldo had important work.
Jaime took a handful of cookies at a time, dropped them on the white counter, and then
started smashing them with a hammer. Osvaldo did the same outside the ham repository.
They joked:
O: Shit! This is fun!
J: Slamm!
O: Slammin’, bro!
Bernie came in, looked at Osvaldo with one leg in the repository, and decided she
didn’t want any of those cookies.
Bernie once overheard someone on her bus taking about hovels. She thought the
lady was coughing.
It was the Donna I used to date, and she was talking about Romulus. What a shewolf! Hot mamas (that’s what she used to call her breasts, and she would swing them
around menacingly)!
Bernie never drove past a deer crossing sign in a bus, but one time she was at a
beach and could have sworn that a jet-black crab was signing to her to get help. She’d
picked up ASL in the rear view. It was closer that it appeared.
Jaime’s new stove at home was rigged to play “O Holy Night When Christ Was
Born”. It was one of the stove tones that came with it, he didn’t even have to download
anything.
One afternoon after a round of slam balls, O & J went back to Jaime’s, and after
getting board of throwing tennis balls at the stove, decided to stage a 70’s Afro-fascist
rally in front of it. They weren’t specific about whether they were channeling Idi or
Robert, Barre or Mobutu, they were just sure they had giant likenesses of themselves,
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vague overtures from the Soviets and Yanks to be friendly pawns, and promised events
like the Rumble in the Jungle IV: Rumblier Than Thou. The stove aboded.
The only embarrassing part was when Jaime’s stepmom called in the middle,
there’s no way to shut the ring off without turning on the stove, and to do that they had to
get the banner-like-likenesses down first. In the end, they went downstairs and got some
Orange Chicken. What they didn’t notice was how much the song went with the rally, it
was a closer fit than many would imagine it to be. And that Orange Chicken fit their
stomachs like g-loves.
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9. Affairs in a Manger (pronounced like Bangor, ME, which is actually spelled
Bongar)
Why is it that the crime dramas are so popular? You’ll find none of that here.
The contents of Cat’s television box was a hose contest on ESPN, the network for
sports enthusiasts. The contest was to see who had the strongest hose, and Cat’s bet was
on the guy with the green hose. She was right, too; everyone else’s hoses were actually
snakes, some poisonous, some not, and a bunch of them had to seek medical attention.
Cat stood up and turned the TV off. I don’t condemn Cat, whose name is so
pretty, for wearing sweetpants in the same way that I condemn Dina for doing the same
thing. Why? I don’t know, Cat’s wearing them out of comfort, I don’t know if Dina’s
capable of having motives.
[Dina’s agent has asked me to point out the narrator’s flagrant bias here]
Dina asked Cat, “Are you dating Horatio?”
Dutch, Osvaldo popped out of a box, “What’s the going Horatio in Vegas these
daats?”
Cat said, “I’ve been out on two dates in my life. God, why am I telling you this,
you’re my sister.” And cat walked out of the room, or she tried to anyway until her paw
got caught in the carpet. She retracted her claws and tried again.
Dina was now alone in the room, and she turned back to her ficus.
Dina wanted to manage affairs.
I think Dina’s mother was once carrying around a freaking zygote. Dina’s brother
was once found smoking out of the skull belonging to apl.de.ap. Things were more fun
back then, but soon everyone thought they had known each other for too long and they
moved on, no disrespect.
Cat usually walked by a sandwich-board guy who was hawking clear hot dogs.
He would wave them up and down like a Santa ringing a bell, only they didn’t make any
sound and they were hard to see. It’s not that they were invisible, they were just hard to
see. Like old fashioned filmic invisibility – when they moved you could see them, but
not when they were still. Half the kids who were Cat’s age and saw this guy and his
product were making fun of him/it. Old hot dogs are fine, why do these middle-aged
advertising people have to make them seem sexy by making clear hot dogs?
Cat and at least 49% of her compatriots were mum about the clear hot dogs. They
saw no real difference in taste between old hot dogs and new hot dogs, and if someone
wanted to try a cute promotional thing like this, so much the better, it in some way kept
things commercially exciting, if you’re in to that, which these kids most certainly sort of
were, they didn’t really know the other way. The situation was that half of the kids didn’t
care and half of the kids did but in a negative way, and since it was high school, coolness
was staked to being in the “I anti-care” camp rather than touting “this is not something on
my radar”. In protest of the whole affair, there was one kid, a rancher’s son, who wore
aluminum foil on his head and pawned people’s jewelry when they weren’t looking, who
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said of the hot-dog-sandwich-boarder’s place, “The puppy mill capitol of the East Coast”,
overrun with “Amish Quakers”.
The way the brother got apl.de.ap’s skull involved him going back in time to
before the Black Eye Peas, to when will.i.am and apl.de.ap were just break-dancers. It’s
much easier to scalp a b-list Angelino break-dancer than it is to take on a member of a
hip-pop supergroup who mostly stands in the back. I mean who would want Taboo’s
head?
He had a thing for collecting these types of treasures, and he was pretty spoiled.
So he went back with a Bowie knife and had a Jackie Jackson of a time. And he popped
taco.
I am talking around the fact that Cat and Dina had made their ways to their
respective schools. Cat walked to high school, but Dina took a bus over to middle
school, which was farther away. Dina’s ride was not filled with swirling flute licks and
hushabyes from snowpiles; there was a kid named Curtis smoking oregano and making
smiley faces with his lighter on the backs of seats. Dina was not in a particular rush to
get to walk to high school.
Listen, Cat’s a good kid. She didn’t do things like skip out on school. She would
sit there and listen attentively, I think that’s clear. But you have to make exceptions.
And who ever thought up free periods?
This day, this morning when snakes were begat from hoses, Cat waltzed up and
down the halls during a free period (“getting you’re period isn’t free, and that’s why
we’re paying 60% of the costs of your menstrual products” her guidance counselor had
said). She passed a hobo, crouched in a porcelain alcove of the hallway, who pleaded
with her as she passed, “Cheque my cash! Please?”
She saw, at the far end of the hall, Darryl or Dwight or whatever his name is, a
giant “C” paint on his head, walking his Shiatsu with a red leash.
They reach that distance in the hall wherein it is no longer too far to say hello to
someone, and they say hi. Cat likes Horatio’s dog, but is less enamored with the C.
“Hey. What’s the C for?”
“uh… I’m in a gang now, and it’s our sign.”
“Really?”
“Naw. I lost a bet.”
“I heard.”
What he was alluding to was that he’d lost a bet to Donna. The C stood for Cat.
Who thinks it’s a good idea for these kids to be allowed to go to an industrial
waste site in the middle of a day in which they’re supposed to be enriching their minds?
The site was just a few miles from the school, but it was the kind of separation
over which you don’t notice that there are suddenly hills. This site is kind of like a strip
mine of sorts, in that there are successive levels of stripped away earth going
concentrically down, but it’s all pretty localized; from the middle you can look over the
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top striped level and still see plenty of trees. The most striking thing about this site is that
there’s a 70 ft tall slanted turbine on the bottom level that was the inspiration for many a
first person shoot-em-up video game level – a sort of huge futuristic thing that is a little
hard to get up and easy to get down. The kids in town had no clever name for it, but they
did show up with fake laser guns and have a pretty good system of romping around the
place – it was an institution. Cat and Darryl or Dwight or whatever his name is were a
little too young to be have major discussions at this site, that was more for the nonminors if we are to conform to history. It worked much better than a playground for postteenaged talking.
While those two were having a good time at the turbine, Dina was doodling her
ficus during a lecture on hand cream in music appreciation class (What anal-retentive
violinists find themselves teaching after realizing they haven’t the talent to be in a pit).
Doodled ficuses.
Cat was standing on something pointy that was no taller than thirty-six inches.
She would stand, lose her balance, stand again, flap her arms. At this point, they weren’t
really saying anything to each other, but Cat was smiling, warmly-dressed, and about as
happy as she had been. “La vida es un sueño.” Darryl or Dwight or whatever his name is
was lying on his back, on ground that was like mud without the water, but I don’t mean
that dry, flaky earth either. It was the best kind of non-grass-covered earth to lie upon if
you don’t want to get dirty – not too wet, not too dry. That was thanks to the depositors
of the turbine who had basically cannibalized the land dozens of years ago. But a teen’s
delight it was at this particular moment. He had on her pink sweatshirt; she no longer had
on the offending sweat pants. Please get the sense that if there had been swings, they
would have inevitably pushed each other back and forth on them. But this was just a 70
foot high turbine with rooms inside and assorted metal crud outside. It was the afternoon,
and both of them had the freedom to choose whether to sit, stand, or lie down. Done,
they exchanged hall passes and late notes, and then it was back to the hallways for Cat
and Seamus.
During a bathroom break later in the day, Cat walked from her biology classroom
through the dark science wing, where they never remembered to change the fluorescent
lights. Or maybe it was to help things grow? Dina wouldn’t have noticed, and neither
did Cat. She was a fifteen-year-old girl, and it was high school, so no one was suspicious
that it took her a while to come back to the classroom from the baffroom.
She’d left the bio room, head down, looking at her sneakers, and headed at an
unconsciously brisk pace over the linoleum, and had made it about eight seconds with
that attitude. She’d suddenly stopped though, made a squeak, and then retreated to be
less visible. She’d stumbled on a physics classroom with a mostly covered glass window
out into the hallway, and now she parked herself safely across the hallway, which was not
a particularly traffic-laden hallway and afforded one ample privacy. What did she do?
She leaned and watched the physics teacher teach a class of some interested and some not
interested students for a healthy four minutes. She couldn’t hear for the first two, but
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after someone went out to pee, she heard something or other about right hands, and she
wondered if this was actually a biology room.
When she walked away, her head did that angling down thing that was indicative
of her age, and eventually she relieved the liquid-derived pressure coming from inside of
her bladder. Things they don’t teach you in intro bio classes include: bladder pressure
gradients, similarities in pan-Semitic nose shapes, and where toes come from.
After school, Dina’s responsibility was to go back to shul, where she had more to
learn about being a Jew before they would let her take the bimah. She had already
learned about goldfish crackers and construction paper, but today was something special.
Presenting Master Isaac Bruce.
Master Isaac Bruce bowed.
13-year-old Dina sat with rapt attention and watched as Master Isaac Bruce gave
her and her compatriots a stunning Krav Maga demonstration.
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